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Earth's Moon StarDate The moon is Earth's only natural satellite. The moon is a cold, dry orb whose surface is
studded with craters and strewn with rocks and dust (called regolith). Moon - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Our
Moon.ppt Is The Moon The Creation of Intelligence? Despite centuries of study through increasingly powerful
telescopes, the Moon really only began to reveal its secrets during the Apollo landings in the 1960s and . ESA Space for Kids - Our Universe - Birth of the Moon the Moon was probably made 4.5 billion years ago when a large
object hit the Earth and blasted out rocks that came together to orbit round the Earth. Moon Facts - Information
About The Moon MoonPhases.info The Moon. Free powerpoints at http://www.worldofteaching.com. What is the
Moon? A natural satellite; One of more than 96 moons in our Solar System; The only The Moon - Zoom Astronomy
- Enchanted Learning But the more minutely we go into all the information gathered by man about the Moon, the
more we are convinced that there is not a single fact to rule out our . 20 Sep 2015 . Look up in the night sky. On a
clear night, if you're lucky, you'll catch a glimpse of the Moon shining in all it's glory. As Earth's only satellite, the
BBC Solar System - The Moon is slowly beginning to reveal its secrets All about the Moon. Interesting and
informative guide to our friendly moon. The Moon l Phases, Orbit and distance from the Earth. As the Moon orbits
around the Earth once per month, the angle between the Earth, the Moon and the Sun changes; we see this as the
cycle of the Moon's phases. The Moon's gravitational attraction is stronger on the side of the Fun Moon Facts for
Kids - Interesting Facts about the Earth's Moon 19 Oct 2005 . The Earth's one natural satellite, the Moon, is more
than one quarter the size of Earth itself (3,474 km diameter). Because of its smaller size, the An expert answers
common student questions, including why the moon changes shape, how it affects our tides, and the possibility of
humans ever living there! The Earth's Moon - Windows to the Universe Our moon makes Earth a more livable
planet by moderating our home planet's wobble on its axis, leading to a relatively stable climate, and creating a
rhythm . The Moon (or Luna) is the Earth's only natural satellite and was formed 4.6 billion years ago around some
30–50 million years after the formation of the solar Moon Facts: Fun Information About the Earth's Moon Space.com 15 Sep 2015 . Earth's gravity has influenced the orientation of thousands of faults that form in the lunar
surface as the moon shrinks, according to new results. Moon Information Resource And Guide Discover facts and
information about the moon, explore moon calendars, and learn more about the planets and stars. ?The Moon Full
Episode - The Universe - HISTORY.com 23 Apr 2012 - 45 minAs Earth's closest neighbor and the only celestial
body that humans have visited, the moon . Earth's Moon - Our Natural Satellite - Solar System Exploration The
Moon (in Greek: ?????? Selene, in Latin: Luna) is Earth's only natural satellite. It is one of the largest natural
satellites in the Solar System, and, among Moon Facts - Interesting Facts about the Moon (Luna) - Space Facts It
would take about seven months to travel this distance in a spaceship. Better be some good in-flight entertainment.
In case you're wondering, you'd need about StarChild: The Moon Outlines some of the theories of how the Earth
and Moon split, along with Apollo expeditions of space journeys to the moon. All About the Moon Scholastic.com
?An explanation of the moon phases using a colorful diagram with realistic images. Get the date and time for this
month's moon phases and determine the approximate moon phases for any day from 1951 through this year. Facts
about the Moon for Kids - Woodlands Junior School 19 Nov 2014 . That happens because it takes 27.3 days both
to rotate on its axis and to orbit Earth. How much of it we see depends on the moon's position in relation to Earth
and the sun. Though a satellite of Earth, the moon, with a diameter of about 2,159 miles (3,475 kilometers), is
bigger The Moon - Views of the Solar System The Moon is like a desert with plains, mountains, and valleys. It also
has many craters, which are holes created when space objects hit the Moon's surface at a Earth's pull is
'massaging' our moon -- ScienceDaily The Moon has been circling the Earth for more than four billion years. But
where did it come from? Some scientists thought that it was captured by the Earth If the Moon Were Only 1 Pixel A tediously accurate map of the solar . Earth's Moon - The Solar System on Sea and Sky How long does it take the
Moon to orbit the Earth? The Moon takes about 27 days (27 days, 7 hours, 43 minutes, 11.6 seconds) to go all the
way around the This month's moon phases and calculator for any day since 1951 . The Moon l Phases, Orbit and
distance from the Earth The Moon is the only natural satellite of the planet Earth. Earth's moon is the sixth largest
moon in the Solar System. The Moon - Facts About The Moon For Kids - Planets For Kids Moon 101 - National
Geographic Learn more about the other moons in the Solar System. The average distance from the Moon to the
Earth is 384403 kilometres (238857 miles). The Moon orbits The Moon - Universe Today Earth and the Moon are
more like a double planet than a planet and a moon. The Moon is quite large in comparison to Earth -- about
one-quarter of Earth's Moon Phases / Lunar Phases Explained 5 Mar 2014From the moment Neil Armstrong took
his one small step in 1969, humans have been .

